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1. INTRODUCTION 

As is known, nanodiamonds were obtained for the
first time in Russia by means of the detonation synthe�
sis from molecules of explosives [1]. Nanodiamonds
are very small three�dimensionally ordered particles
with an average size of 4–5 nm and represent a unique
carbon nanoform built up of atoms in the state of sp3

hybridization. 

In this work, the objects of investigation were sam�
ples of the composite carbon material based on nano�
diamonds. Using the synthetic method, individual
particles in a powder nanodiamond preform were
bound by pyrolytic carbon. Pyrolytic carbon was pre�
pared by the heterogeneous chemical reaction of
decomposition of methane on the entire internal sur�
face of the preform. The synthesis resulted in the for�

mation of a carbon composite material, in which indi�
vidual nanodiamond particles are bound by pyrolytic
carbon [2]. Moreover, the composite is characterized
by a high open porosity. This composite material was
called NDC. The pyrolytic carbon matrix has a spe�
cific graphite�like structure, because the majority of its
constituent atoms are in the sp2�hybridized state. The
average thickness of the pyrolytic carbon layer coating
the diamond particles is very small and does not
exceed 1 nm. The method used for synthesizing the
NDC composite makes it possible to significantly
(from 0 to 80%) vary the content of the graphite�like
phase and, hence, its average thickness, which is cal�
culated as the ratio of the volume content of pyrolytic
carbon to the surface area of pores (see table). 

Thus, in the NDC composite, there are three types
of interrelated compatible nanofragments, namely,
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Composition of the studied samples

NDC type Content of pyrolytic
carbon, %

Porosity of the material, 
%

Content of nanodia�
mond, %

Average thickness of the 
pyrolytic carbon layer, Å

NDC10 5 67 28 2

NDC30 15 57 28 6

NDC40 20 52 28 8
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nanodiamonds, a nanoscale graphite�like matrix
(pyrolytic carbon), and nanopores (Fig. 1). On the
macroscale, all three phases form a single composite
that has a sufficient strength to maintain a specified
three�dimensional shape. A large ratio of the surface
area to the volume of the material determines a deci�
sive role of the surface in contact phenomena and
electrical transport processes occurring in the com�
posite. As was shown in [2, 3], the temperature depen�
dence of the electrical conductivity of NDC compos�
ites has a semiconductor character: with an increase in
the temperature, the electrical conductivity increases.
Moreover, an analysis revealed that, in the NDC com�
posite, the conduction occurs according to the hop�
ping mechanism. This obviously indicates that charge
transfer proceeds through the nanodiamond sub�
system. At the same time, the electrical conductivity
of the NDC composite at the liquid�nitrogen boiling
temperature changes by more than 9 orders of magni�
tude with an increase in the pyrolytic carbon content
from 5 to 20%, which suggests a determining role of
the pyrolytic carbon matrix in the formation of the
electrophysical properties of the material [2, 3]. 

From the foregoing, it follows that the NDC nano�
composites are very interesting objects of study. The
investigation of the mechanisms responsible for the
formation of properties of nanostructured composites
is an important and urgent problem in the physics of
condensed matter. Of particular interest is the possi�
bility of modifying the electrophysical properties of
the composites due to exposure of an electrically con�
ductive graphite�like matrix to irradiation with high�
energy particles, for example, fast neutrons. It might
be expected that the electronic properties of the NDC
composite can be controllably modified by means of
the generation of radiation defects and transformation
of the structure of the nanodiamonds and the graph�
ite�like matrix. 

The purpose of this work was to investigate the
effect of fast neutron irradiation on the electrophysical
properties of the carbon nanocomposites NDC. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We studied the samples NDC10, NDC30, and
NDC40 with contents of the components presented in
the table. For the purpose of the structural character�
ization, we performed neutron diffraction investiga�
tions of the NDC30 composition, which is intermedi�
ate between the compositions NDC10 and NDC40.
Experiments were carried out on a multi�counter neu�
tron diffractometer at the Konstantinov Petersburg
Nuclear Physics Institute. The neutron diffraction
pattern of the NDC30 sample shown in Fig. 2 exhibits
a highly diffuse reflection 002 from a graphite�like
(pyrolytic carbon) layer formed in the composite on
the surface of nanodiamond particles. A large broad�
ening of this diffraction reflection implies a very small
characteristic size, which corresponds to the model of
the composite shown in Fig. 1. 

The measured neutron diffraction pattern (Fig. 2)
contains reflections corresponding to the structure of
cubic diamond with the unit cell size of 3.5570(5) Å,
which is slightly less than that of diamond single crys�
tals (3.5668 Å). According to the calculation in the
isotropic approximation, the average diffraction size
of diamond nanoparticles is equal to 3.1(1) nm. The
shape of diffraction reflections from diamond nano�
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Fig. 1. Structure of the diamond–pyrolytic carbon nano�
composite: (1) nanodiamonds with a diameter of 4–5 nm,
(2) pyrolytic carbon layer with a thickness of 1 nm, and (3)
nanopores with a characteristic size of 8–10 nm. 240
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Fig. 2. Neutron diffraction pattern of the NDC30 sample.
Dashes show positions of the diffraction reflections. The
neutron wavelength is 1.38 Å. 
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particles is not described by a Gaussian profile: in the
neutron diffraction pattern (Fig. 2), there is a charac�
teristic “tail” on the right, which is typical of diffrac�
tion from quasi�two�dimensional objects [4]. This fea�
ture of the neutron diffraction can be explained by the
difference in the structures of the surface layer of a dia�
mond nanoparticle and its core. It should be empha�
sized that this thin surface layer has a crystal structure
of diamond and is not graphite�like. 

The electrical resistivity of the samples was mea�
sured by the four�probe method in the temperature
range 77–400 K. For high�resistance samples, the
absence of rectification in contacts was controlled by
measuring the current–voltage characteristic. To sta�
bilize the resistivity, all samples were preliminarily
annealed at a temperature of 500°C for 30 min in
argon. Nonetheless, the initial samples had a spread in
the resistivity. 

The temperature dependences of the electrical
resistivity of the NDC10.1 samples unirradiated and
irradiated in an aqueous medium are shown in Fig. 3.
As can be seen from this figure, the resistivity increases
with a decrease in the temperature and has an activa�
tion character, which is typical of semiconductors.
Figure 4 shows the same dependences for the
NDC10.2 samples irradiated in a helium atmosphere. 

Since the NDC composites have a high volume
content of pores with sizes of approximately 10 nm, it
is necessary to examine adsorption properties of the
samples prior to irradiation. For this purpose, we
investigated the effect of water on the temperature
dependence of the resistivity. The measurements
showed that, after treatment in water for a few days at

a temperature of 80°C, the resistivity increased several
times. 

As is known, the adsorption changes the filling of
surface levels with electrons and acts like an external
electric field [5]. The levels can be of both the acceptor
type and the donor type with a concentration of 1011–
1012 cm–2. This circumstance should be taken into
account when irradiation of samples is performed in
reactor channels filled with water. 

Fast neutron irradiation was carried out in vertical
channels of the WWR�M reactor at the Konstantinov
Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute (E > 0.5 MeV).
For filtering of thermal neutrons generating impurities
due to transmutation, the samples were placed in a
0.5�mm�thick cadmium cover and in an aluminum
container with holes for cooling with water. In order to
eliminate the heating caused by the γ�ray absorption,
the irradiation of the samples in the reactor was carried
out in an aqueous medium of experimental channels at
a temperature of ~50°C. The samples NDC10.1 and
NDC40 were irradiated in an aqueous medium,
whereas the NDC10.2 samples were irradiated in
quartz ampoules with helium, which were free of the
aqueous medium. The irradiation was performed with
fast neutron fluences in the range from 5 × 1016 cm–2

to 5 × 1018 cm–2. The error in the determination of the
fluence was 20%. 

Figures 3 and 4 show the temperature dependences
of the electrical resistivity of the NDC10 samples after
irradiation with different fluences of fast neutrons in
an aqueous medium and in quartz ampoules filled with
helium. As can be seen from these figures, the resistiv�
ity of the NDC10 samples after irradiation nonmono�
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependences of the electrical resistiv�
ity of (1–4) the NDC10.1 samples irradiated with fluences
F = (1) 5 × 1016, (2) 1 × 1017, (3) 5 × 1017, and (4) 5 ×
1018 cm–2 and (1i–4i) the same samples before irradia�
tion. 
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependences of the electrical resistiv�
ity of (1–4) the NDC10.2 samples irradiated with fluences
F = (1) 5 × 1017, (2) 1 × 1018, (3) 2 × 1018, (4) 5 × 1018 cm⎯2

and (1i–4i) the same samples before irradiation. 
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tonically varies with an increase in the neutron flu�
ence. 

The electrical resistivity of the NDC40 samples is
significantly less than that of the NDC10 samples
(Fig. 5), because the thickness of the conductive pyro�
lytic carbon layer in NDC40 is four times larger than
that in NDC10 (see table). The NDC40 samples were
irradiated only in an aqueous medium. It is important
that, as in the NDC10 samples, the resistivity of the
NDC40 samples varies nonmonotonically with an
increase in the neutron fluence. 

In order to analyze the nonmonotonic change in
the resistivity with an increase in the neutron fluence,
we plotted the dependences of the relative change in
the resistivity at different measurement temperatures
on the neutron fluence. The dependences plotted in
these coordinates allow one to elucidate the regulari�
ties of the variation in the resistivity by minimizing the
effect of the significant spread in properties of the
studied samples. 

Figure 6 shows the relative change in the electrical
resistivity at 300 K (Δρ/ρ) as a function of the neutron
fluence for NDC10.1 (Fig. 6a) and NDC40 (Fig. 6c)
irradiated in an aqueous medium and for NDC10.2
(Fig. 6b) irradiated in ampoules with helium. In these
plots, we indicate the error in the measurement of the
relative resistivity due to the technological spread in
properties of the studied samples. The dependences of
the resistivity on the neutron fluence have a complex
nonmonotonic behavior. Usually, in the case of irradi�
ation of various materials (metals, semiconductors,
insulators, etc.), an increase in the neutron fluence
leads to degradation of the main properties of the
material, in particular, to an increase in the resistivity

due to the generation of radiation defects and the
increase in the degree of disorder. 

As can be seen from Figs. 6a and 6b, the electrical
resistivity of the NDC10 samples in the initial irradia�
tion stages increases, then decreases to almost the ini�
tial values (NDC10.1), after which again begins to
increase and, at fluences above 1018 cm–2, remains
almost unchanged. For the NDC40 samples irradiated
in an aqueous medium (Fig. 6c), there is no region of
the initial increase in the resistivity, which is observed
for the NDC10 samples. The resistivity remains
almost unchanged to the neutron fluence of 1 ×
1017 cm–2. Then, the resistivity sharply increases to the
fluence of 1 × 1018 cm–2 and then smoothly varies to
the neutron fluence of 1 × 1019 cm–2. 

3. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

For the explanation of the unusual change in the
electrical resistivity with an increase in the neutron
fluence, it is necessary to understand the character of
changes in temperature dependences of the resistivity
before and after the neutron irradiation. It should be
noted that, at present, there are no generally accepted
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependences of the electrical resistiv�
ity of (1–3) the NDC40 samples irradiated with fluences
F = (1) 1 × 1017, (2) 1 × 1018, and (3) 5 × 1018 cm–2 and
(1i–3i) the same samples before irradiation. 
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NDC samples as a function of the fast neutron fluence at
300 K: (a) NDC10.1, (b) NDC10.2, and (c) NDC40. 
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physical concepts of the mechanisms responsible for
charge transfer in carbon–carbon nanocomposites. 

As was noted above, in the NDC composite, there
are three types of interrelated compatible nanofrag�
ments, namely, nanodiamonds, a nanoscale graphite�
like matrix (pyrolytic carbon), and nanopores. The
conductive pyrolytic carbon matrix has a quasi�two�
dimensional graphite�like structure, in which the
majority of the carbon atoms reside in the sp2�hybrid�
ized state and the conductivity has an activation char�
acter [6–11]. The pyrolytic carbon phase partially fills
the space between nanodiamond particles, and the
conduction can be provided by tunneling through the
potential barriers over the localized states near the sur�
face of particles [11]. It can be assumed that the total
conductivity of this system should have a power�law
dependence on the temperature, which will be deter�
mined by the average number of localized states [12]. 

In a number of studies [11–14], it was shown that,
in materials with a quasi�two�dimensional graphite
structure—this structure is observed in the pyrolytic
carbon phase of the NDC samples—the temperature
dependence of the conductivity can be explained in
the framework of the two�dimensional graphite band
model, which takes into account the smearing of the
density of states due to non�thermal electron scatter�
ing by in�layer defects. In our case, the presented
experimental data on the temperature dependence of
the resistivity of the samples NDC10 and NDC40
(Figs. 3–5) before and after irradiation are best
approximated by the power�law relationship 

(1)

with the parameter n = 4. 
As is known, the dependence described by relation�

ship (1) is characteristic of variable�range hopping
conduction in the case of the so�called strong localiza�
tion in systems with semiconductor conductivity in
the presence of a local disorder [10]. At high tempera�
tures (T > 100 K), the temperature dependence of the
hopping conductivity with n = 3 was observed in [9],
where it was attributed to two�dimensional localiza�
tion in graphite�like systems, when a significant con�
tribution to the charge carrier concentration is made
by extrinsic charge carriers associated with defects in
graphite layers. At low temperatures close to liquid�
helium temperatures (T < 20 K), the obtained value
n = 2 indicates a dominant role of the Coulomb gap
[13, 15]. In the general case, the coefficient in expres�
sion (1) can vary from 2 to 4 depending on the dimen�
sionality of charge carrier motion and on whether or
not the Coulomb gap exists in the system [13]. It can
be assumed that the conductivity of carbon–carbon
composites should be determined by the corrections
related to the mechanism of two�dimensional weak
localization [10, 13]. 

In [12], it was assumed that the changeover from
the linear dependence to the power�law dependence

ρ T( ) C/T–( )
1/n

exp∼

of the conductivity of carbon composites on the tem�
perature is associated with the influence of transitions
between the dangling and deformed graphene layers in
the composite with a complex microstructure. It is also
assumed that the structure of pyrolytic carbon around
the nanodiamonds in the NDC composite is similar to
the structure of curved graphene upon high�tempera�
ture conversion of nanodiamonds into “onion�like”
structures [11, 16, 17]. 

It is known that the interaction of radiation with a
solid leads to the formation of structural defects of dif�
ferent types in the lattice. The character of structural
distortions and their influence on the electrophysical
properties of the irradiated material are determined by
the lattice structure as well as by the nature and energy
of the bombarding particles. Depending on the energy
transferred to a lattice atom by an incident particle,
there can arise two types of defects. If the energy trans�
ferred to the lattice atom by the incident particle is
slightly higher than the threshold energy Ed, there arise
simple isolated Frenkel defects (vacancies and inter�
stitial atoms) and their complexes with impurity
atoms. In the case where the energy of particles is high
enough (E � Ed), the initially displaced atom is able to
create a cascade of displacements. 

The state of a substance due to the energy transfer
can be represented as an instantaneous (�10–12 s)
heating of a bounded region of the lattice to tempera�
tures above the melting point [18, 19]. In this case,
there arise regions with sizes of ~10 nm, which contain
approximately 103–104 atoms in the form of displace�
ment wedges, dislocations, or disordered regions of
spherical shape [20]. As was shown in [20], such disor�
dered regions in semiconductors reach sizes of
approximately 10 nm; i.e., they cover several tens of
interatomic distances. A similar pattern should be
observed in the NDC samples, both in the nanodia�
mond particles and in the graphite�like pyrolytic car�
bon matrix, whose sizes are smaller than those of dis�
ordered regions created by neutrons. Thus, the fast
neutron irradiation should lead to a very strong disor�
der of all carbon phases of the composite. 

Reasoning from the schematic drawing of the
material structure shown in Fig. 1, it can be assumed
that the change in the resistivity of the material is asso�
ciated with two transformation processes: the dia�
mond–graphite phase transition or structural order–
disorder transformations occurring in the graphite�
like matrix. Moreover, the increase in the resistivity
can be related to a partial transformation of the graph�
ite�like matrix into diamond. This is possible if we take
into account that, because of the small thickness of the
graphite�like matrix in the considered materials, even
the transformation of a fraction of its monolayer into
diamond will lead to a significant increase in the resis�
tivity. As was noted previously, nanodiamonds with
sizes of 4–6 nm are thermodynamically more stable
than graphites of the same sizes. Therefore, the struc�
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tural transformation of a part of the graphite�like
matrix layer adjacent to the surface of the nanodia�
mond particle into the diamond structure is quite pos�
sible. It should be noted that, from the chemical point
of view, the graphite–diamond transition is reduced to
a change in the character of the hybridization of the
carbon atom and to its embedding in the tetrahedral
environment. 

It is possible that, during graphitization of nanodi�
amonds due to significant differences in molar vol�
umes of carbon in these structures under irradiation
with fast neutrons, no radical change in the overall
structure of the material will occur. 

By analyzing the above considerations and results,
we can assume that, under irradiation of the NDC
composite with low neutron fluences, the graphite�
like component of the material apparently undergoes
ordering. An increase in the neutron fluence leads to a
partial transformation of the graphite�like matrix into
diamond, which proceeds at the boundary of these
phases. The fact that the process of diamond forma�
tion occurs after the ordering of the structure of the
graphite�like matrix follows from the known results on
the synthesis of diamonds at high pressure and high
temperature, because the use of crystalline graphites is
more preferable and makes it possible to soften condi�
tions of diamond formation (to decrease the pressure
and temperature). It can be expected that, in the con�
sidered case, too, the formation of diamonds will
occur after the ordering of the structure of the graph�
ite�like matrix of the material. 

Along with these circumstances, the complex pic�
ture of the observed change in the resistivity with an
increase in the neutron fluence due to the NDC mul�
tiphase nanostructure is predominantly determined by
surface states in each nanophase in accordance with
the theoretical concepts developed in the works by
Tamm [21] and, later, Lifshitz and Pekar [22] on the
one�dimensional and two�dimensional bands of sur�
face electronic states in diamond. 

It can also be assumed that, during neutron irradi�
ation, when all phases of the nanocomposite undergo
local heating to melting temperatures, the peeling of
graphene sheets from the diamond core (“onion”) is
possible [11, 23, 24]. However, all the proposed expla�
nations have a purely qualitative character and, obvi�
ously, do not exhaust the complex processes occurring
in the NDC nanocomposite. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The performed investigations revealed that the
temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of
the NDC nanocomposite is described by the exponen�
tial function with an exponent of 1/4 as for the unirra�
diated samples and the samples irradiated with fast
neutrons in an argon atmosphere or in an aqueous

medium. With an increase in the neutron fluence, the
resistivity changes nonmonotonically.

The unambiguous explanation of the obtained
results is very difficult because there has been offered
no generally accepted model that fully describes
charge transfer in structures based on nanodiamonds.
It can be assumed that, under neutron irradiation,
there occurs a “pyrolytic carbon–diamond” transfor�
mation at the interface between these structural com�
ponents. However, we cannot exclude the possibility of
the reverse transition. It is also obvious that the neu�
tron irradiation strongly disturbs the surface of dia�
mond particles due to the continuous generation of
point defects and their migration toward the surface.
In this case, the spectrum of Tamm surface states
changes, which can lead to a change in the electrical
transport properties. Details of these processes remain
unclear, and further experimental and theoretical
studies are required to fully understand the nature of
the electrophysical properties of the NDC nano�
composite and their dependence on the radiation
exposure. 
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